Agents: (Wooldridge and Jennings, '95) -weak agents -autonomy -social ability -reactivity -pro-activeness -strong agents -beliefs, desires, intentions -knowledge, commitments, trust Multiagent Systems: (Jennings et al, '98) -agents with incomplete information -decentralized control -decentralized data -asynchronous computation
ECLab -Summer Lecture Series, 2003 Multiagent Learning
• Learning = improving performance with accumulated experience, as indicated by a metric measure (Mitchell, '97 Teammate Learning
• Agents performing own learning processes -decentralized learning -closer to the concept of MAS
• Teammate learning better than team learning (Iba, '96, '98) • Teammate learning worse than team learning (Miconi, '03) • Theoretical comparisons (Jansen and Wiegand, '03) 
Optimality
• Search influenced by performance and balance (Panait et al, '03) • Cooperative tasks with joint reward functions -standard algorithms not guaranteed to find optima, even with 'relaxed' settings -robustness of solutions?
• better when teamed with optimal collaborator • better when teamed with many other collaborators
• Competitive tasks
-what is optimal?
• duel methodology • renaissance-man methodology • Good news: fertile area for future research • What is meant by 'better' or 'best'?
- (Panait and Luke, '02) • duel methodology • renaissance-man methodology 
